: An illustration of sliding TTCCCGCCAA through a TF model. The highest scoring configuration is shown, where the highest scoring 10-mer CCCGCCAA--is highlighted in red. Note that gap letters are assumed whenver the sequence does not fully overlap with the model. 
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Figure S1: An illustration of sliding TTCCCGCCAA through a TF model. The highest scoring configuration is shown, where the highest scoring 10-mer CCCGCCAA--is highlighted in red. Note that gap letters are assumed whenver the sequence does not fully overlap with the model. Figure S2 : Comparison of the alignment module to ClustalW2 and MEME. The species-wise and overall performance differences between the alignment module (LASAGNA) and ClustalW2/MEME in terms of p-values are shown. The number of TRANSFAC TFs for each species is shown at the top. All the bars are above 1.3 (≈ − log 0.05), the usual significance cut-off. For each method, an AUC (area under the ROC curve) score is computed based on 5-fold cross-validation on each of the TFs. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare AUC scores. B Figure S3 : Comparison of scoring strategies using TF models collected by LASAGNA-Search. The search module of LASAGNA-Search (x axis) scores a binding site by sliding a putative site through a TF model, while the conventional approach (y axis) does not. The evaluation framework is described in section "Evaluation of precomputed TF models" of the main article. Each point in a plot corresponds to a TF, whose binding sites can be predicted by more than one model. The average performance across the models is used to plot the point. Average precision is used as the performance measure to generate (A), whereas accuracy is the performance measure for (B). Figure S3 : Comparison of scoring strategies using TF models collected by LASAGNA-Search. The search module of LASAGNA-Search (x axis) scores a binding site by sliding a putative site through a TF model, while the conventional approach (y axis) does not. The evaluation framework is described in section "Evaluation of precomputed TF models" of the main article. Each point in a plot corresponds to a TF, whose binding sites can be predicted by more than one model. The average performance across the models is usedto plot the point. Average precision is used as the performance measure to generate (A), whereas accuracy is the performance measure for (B). 
